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1. Introduction 

Nowadays a tendency exists to treat hadrons as some compli

cated structures of either the true elementary pal·ticles or 

certain quasielementary excitations. These may be: Quarks, if 

speaking about statio features of a particle and the simplest 

properties of a scattering; coherent oompleces1), partons2) or 

droplets, if more complicated o&araoteristios of iigh-energy 

interaction saould be considered. All these concepts ~sually are 

introduced p~ely operationally, and, as a rule, the interaction 

dTD&mioal picture itself is not even touched, Recently very in

teresting work4) has appeared in which a oonneotion between the 

ooaereat state method and quark model has been est~blished. So, 

in this work there firstlJ aas been created the dy~ioal model, 

which explains in what waJ the quasielementarJ exaltations of 

the coherent state type occur. In the present pape:: we wish to 

show that the above type structures are a natural :~esult of the 

strong interaction of a particle ~ith bosoa field. 

The ideas on the complicated structure. of tae pnrticle and on 

the presence of excited states are permanently inhurent in &nJ 

strong-coupling problem5). Here it should be recalled that the 

main difficulties of the above theory are due to tl.e urgent 

necessity to work from the very beginning with the notions dif

ferent from those of free field theory. The only wEll-known 

consistent model of strong coupling in field theor, is the model 

of fixed source of tae boson field. This model, ne,ertheless, is 

rather far from real interactions conserving the total momentum. 
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The method of a separation of the particle motion in the field 

which takes :.nto account the translation degeneracy due to the 

total momentum conservation, has been introduced by N.N. Bogolu

bov6>. This uethod makes it possible to construct a scheme of 

successive approximations for the energy and wave functions of 

a system, wh:.oh allows for the conservation of the total momen-

tum explioit:.y. 

In this pHper by using the Bogolubov method one of the 

strong-coupl:.ng problem, viz. an interaction of the nonrelati

vistic parti~:le with the scalar field, is discussed. It is shown 

that station1~y states of the above system are just the oecilla-

tory states ,,f the particle surrounded by a cloud of the scalar 

quanta, which to a certain degree are an analog of the states 

considered ~l refs. 1 ' 4). 

2. Interaoti >n of a Particle with the Scalar Field in the Case 

of Weak and ·r,ntermediate Coupling 

The probl!m of interaction of a nonrelativistic particle with 

scalar field was found to be useful in modelling rather wide 

class of mor! interesting physical problems. Here one can men

tion, first lf all, such problems as: (i) Interaction of low

energy fermi,ns with the scalar meson field, (ii) motion of an 

electron in polar crystal or seaioonduotor6 ' 7). On writting the 

Hamiltonian lf the system under consideration as 

. L "a lf2-- a ... -t'/z_~-~- '"'>' e.~/J (1) 
1-1 -= ~ p +-~ 6 ... ~ e ~ +- f e ~ +- E L- ~ 'f ror) 

z.af -Q_,, 
where ~ and t are diaeasionless constants, oae can predict 

all the possible relations between the eaergy of a free scalar 
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field (further its quanta will be called phoncns) and that of 

the particle-field interaction. The case £'" a 1 and 9 .C.< 1 is 

just the weak-coupling limit, and here the ordinary perturbation 

theory is applicable*. In this case it is posfible, in the ap

proximation, to distinguish rather well the state of the partic

le and look for the wave function of the state "particle + n 

phonons" in the form of the product of functigns, depending only 

on the particle radius vector and the phonon ~ariables: 

If this function is an eigenfunction of the total momentum 

operator 

then it has the form 

_, 

(2) 

(J) 

(4) 

where p is the total momentum of the phonons, These functions 

at the same time are the eigenfunctions of the operator 

(5) 

which represents an unperturbed energy operate:~ in the weak

coupling limit. Thus, within the theory of we~c interactions 

*A possibility for an application of the Ham1l·;onian (1) under 
the assumption of weak coupling for problems ,,f the motion of 
an electron in the polar crystal was studied :ln detail in ref~) 
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one can get qui t•l simple expansions in the eigenfunotions of 

energy and momen·;um for the wave functions of a system. 
2. 2 

However, the nase 1 ~ E. or 9 >.> 'E (1. e. as basic effects 

are to be consid•lred those due to an equivalent account of the 

particle kinetic energy and that of the particle-field inter

action) requires another approach. Here the main difficulty is: 

In what way one oan oorrectly give account of the conservation 

law of the total momentum for the system. 

The wave functions (4) cannot be the eigenfunctions of the 

operator 

(6) 

which is an ini t:.al Hamiltonian in the strong-coupling limit, 

Therefore in the theory of strong coupling the problem arises 

of the correct cl.oice of stationary wave functions, which make 

it possible to p1·eserve the particle individuality as well as 

the total moment~.m. 

To this end wE do employ an adiabatic variant of perturbation 

theory developed in ref. 6). The above work just dealt with the 

special case of ~.diabatic interactions when ~-= t -c..c.j 1, i.e. 

the interaction is treated as small one though the interaction 

energy is much higher than that of a free field. However, the 

method of separating of the particle coordinate developed 1n 

this work, is so general that it oan be immediately extended to 

the strong-coupling case f~~l, ~>> 1, considered here. 

Before describing the method itself, let us try lese general 

(or less rigorouf.) means for taking into account the momentum 

and particle indtviduality conservation. These may serve to 11-
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lustrate once more the essence of the method of ref. 6). 

One of the possibilities to take into accoun1. the momentum 

conservation is to pass to a representation in 1rhich the total 

momentum and energy operators become C-nurnbers. This poenibili

ty was indicated in rer. 6) and successively stucied in ref. 9 ). 

On uaing an appropriate canonical transformatior 

(7) 

the Hamiltonian (1) takes the form (we put c_",.l: 

.-
where JD is a C-number, 

The ground state in ref, 9 ) was searched by uee of the minimt.:rn 

energy condition for trial functions corresponding to the system 

state which consists o! a particle with the cloud of nonoorrela

ting phonons around the particle. The mathematic~l expression 

of this is the canonical transformation which tr~nsforms the 

n n~ t ~f operators <-<-, and J.' to operators ? 
1" ~ ~ j-

(9) 

Under such a transformation a vacuum becomes the coherent 

phonon state. The assumption on statistical inde~endence of 

phonons simplifies calculations but at the same time restricts 

rather strongly the domain of validity of the method. In employ

ing the assumption (9) the particle must be consldered without 

a recoil from the phonons emitted, because the rtcoil introdu

ces a correlation between successively emitted p1onons. The use 

of the transformation (9) makes the method of rer. 9 ) closely 
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related to that of intermediate coupling introduced earlier by 

Tomonaga lO) fo1· solving the problem of interaction of a fixed 

nucleon with ch<.rged mesons. The basic assumption of the methorl 

js that all the mesons forming the ground state of a system are 

described by thE same wave funotiona though the number of vir

tual mesons is r.ot limited. For the problems with the fixed nuc

leon the interm~diate coupling method givea the correct relati

ons in both strcng and weak coupling limits. However, to prob

lems concerning the motion of a particle this method wittingly 

cannot be appliEd in the strong coupling limit, 1n which the 

neglect of the 1ecoil of a particle due to the emission of the 

huge amount of Ihonons cannot be justified. Now let us turn back 

to ref. 9). The n.inimum energy condition gives the expression 

Symmetry proper1ies of the numbers make it possible to re-

present the sum in Eq.(lO) as 
(11) 

and the equatior. fa~ 'l !ollowa 

P-= ZZ.*{ !Clv./'- • _, 
1_ J "1 -f i p (Jr.t.) ~If; f 

(12) 

On eolTing Eq.(l2) it is possible by using Eq.(lO) to obtain 

the number~ ~ and the energy of the cround state 
J. 

f = <: H > = Pl , 9 'I_ a}- '7- ~~ 'u/ --1~: {Z:.ll'-'11~\-'2ru/(lf-At~r._<}?i,J 
2f1 J f1 21" ). 

In ref,9) Eq.(l<) has been solved exactly for the special choi

ce Of frequenCii·S 1. and coefficients a,. , which COrresponds 

to the problem <•f motion of an electron through a polar crystal. 
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As to our purposes, it is sufficient to note that for small g 
z_ 

the sum of absolute squares of fUr'/ Eq, (10) as well as next to 

lant term of (lJ) can be neglected. Then Eq,(lJ) gives the exp-

ression for the energy and effective mass of the particle just 

the same as those of the weak coupling theory8). Thus, an acco

unt of t.:>rms of higher orders in 'j by means of Eqs, (11), (12) 

leads only to corrections to the weak coupling theory, as it 

should be expected, In the subsequent paper11 ) an attempt was 

made to allow for the correlations between virtual phonons by 

introducing more complicated trial functions on which one seeks 

to minimize the energy, Such an approach severely complicates 

calculations and that is more important, gives rise to the loss 

of clear physical criterion which permits to ma~e a choice bet-

ween the trial functions. 

J, The Variational Principle in the Strong-Coupling Limit 

The above considerations being quite rigorou5 once more ~ani-

fest the complexity of the problem in strong-coJpling limit. We 

find therefore it convenient to present some ot1er arg~ments not 
6' so rigorous but more tightly related to the met 1od of ref. '. 

So, if in the strong coupling limit the unpertu~bed Hamiltonian 
,; , r 

of the system (6) is linear in the operators Ej and ~ , then 

the Heisenberg equation of motion for the operacors does not 

permit to identify, in this approximation, thes'l operators with 

the creation and annihilation operators of the ~eal phonons ca

pable to transfer the energy and momenta. 

The simplest way to be convinced of this is :o change the 
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t ,J J f- b OJ-era ors rof. tf y the complex coordinates 

q, -::: ~-;- g_ / p -= t f/- t_t (H) 
r vz 1 vz 

In this case the Hamiltonian (6) depends on the variables ~f 

only and the Heisenberg equation of motion results in the solu

tion 

qj ( t) = CDtt.Mc 
(15) 

In the system with the Hamiltonian (6) the phonons are viewed 

as a certain passive mass, which adheres to the particle and 

moves together and creates for the particle something like a 

potential well. So, to the first approximation one can picture 

the particle-field interaction as follows: The particle has dug 

the potential well in the field and then moves through the field, 

the motion being composite and equal to the sum of ~iform mo

tion of a velJcity C: and vibratory motion inside the well. 

The uniform mJtion (i.e. the momentum conservation, too) can be 

allowed for b,r inserting into the Hamiltonian an appropriate 

energy, i.e. going over to the Hamiltonian 
~~ -· ( 6) 

- " ·f~ ll- -'f'- 1- " t ... {... .., -17~17) 1 H=LPz.+ccQ_e tl, ~-a e t. t-LJf~~-C pt-/;LfGf6J-z;ij J J r J- :r 

The ground state of the oystem will be searched b7 means of 

the variatioml principle, with tht> trial functions of the type 

Eq.(2). Before it is necessary to make the canonical transfor

mation (9) of phonon field and choose the phonon states in the 

form of states with fixed number of phonons. To the first appro

ximation, the choice of the trial functions in the form (2) is 

justified by the classical behaviour of phcnons and b1 possible 
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separation of the motion of the centre of mass of the system. 
d (7 

The minimum enegry condition ·- <H>=O, - 1 < H;·=O provides 
-ouj- 'dur 

the following values for the numbers UI : 

Q 
.. / -,"fi 

u, = _ g r c... e _ ~ ) 1 (17) 
J }J_j-ACj 

- ,"ji. 
where symbol <' e > means the averaging of the exponential 

over the wave function of the particle ground state, and the 

Hamiltonian (15) takes the form 

H =- .l. P11-a2-0 u e'1?.:a "u.·e-,{it-L/UJ/2(>;.-AC/j- Cf ,. 
2ft J . _} t "} J" ~- . 

+ '[_ {qO.J-e £fz t- u-/(>J-iciH~ -~-{90./e-'f' rUliJ -tc/}Ifl/ (le) 

+- 2.(P;-t.cj)ff/tf. 

An appearance of -Cp in Eq.(l8) can be treat~d as passing 

to the coordinate system moving together with the :larticle, or 

in the Heisenberg operator language, the replacement 

...... - c-z-'Z-- t, (19) 

1. e. the term - f! p can be excluded from the Hami:.tonian (18) 

by a simple transformation of the wave function. 

Next, representing the wave function of the system in the 

zeroth approximation in the form of product 

~{i,Vlf)·=tf0 (i)cf>0 {~t.-of) (20) 

and varying '-i, and <Po independently, we find that the 

variational principle 

(3~ (H-E) Y-')=0 (21) 

results in the equations 
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(22) 

(2J) 

Because of (17) the Hamiltonian (18) naturally breaks down into 

the terms proportional to various po"erR of 9 , viz.: The first 

line of Eq. (18) is proportional to g~ (the problem how to in

crease the order of kinetic enerey will be discussed somewhat 

later), se< ond - to J , third to zeroth-order of ;j. Exploding 

the en.ergy in power series in 9 and putting W,_.=qY:c.,..[furf'(':-/,{!;7 
we find th~.t Eq .(22) reduces to the Schr!5dinger equation for a 

particle 
(24) 

with the potential 

V( i) = g I O_f ut e'lz.' 1- af "u_r. e-' fY. (25) 

In virtue of the identity 

(26) 

Eq.(2J) reduces to the relation 

(27) 

where in 1-, there are involved the terms of Eq.(l8) linear in9. 

Due to the condition (17) the average value of H, over the "ave 

function ~Jecifying the ground state of a particle is equal to 

zero, and Jlq.(27) can be satisfied provided we put £, =0. The 

wave funct:,on cJ>c there remains arbitrary, In the given appro

ximation, ily fixing the term of the highest order in 9 in the 
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exact expression for the momentum operator, it is possible to 

put the total momentum of the system equal to 
(28) 

reducing the momentum operator to C-number. 

Further, it is convenient to introduce tt.e coefficients Ut 

expressed through L£r as 

~ rz.)) A.~ )I -Jz· 
u -= f _ _ u. = - o t 'f ( e > 

f )lff-f.tj t J }1/-t.ti!J)' 
(~9) 

Then there may be indicated the more direct relationship of the -momentum with the vector C : 
(JO) 

The energy, without that specifying the motiJn of a system as a 

whole, can be expressed through the coeffici!nts as 

f £
0 
= We .,. t L I L2f I z ( )j _,_ t ~ ( ~ fJ J · (Jl~ 

Using the SohrBdinger equation (2J) which results in the re-

lation ° W = .£.. 
0 V > , one can show that 

~ c ;;(! 

alL_ z cf-> -oPT' (J2) 

o C"' - ~ )C"" 

from which 

(JJ) 

~ 

follows, i.e. the vector C represents the "ean velocity of the 

particle. Note that if / [o and f are quanti ties of order of 

~z then the vector C is of the zeroth order in i , 1.~. th~ 
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momentum transferrt'd by the particle is significantly less than 

the total momentum of the system*). 

Thus, the calcu]ations based on the above variational prin-

ciple indicate thai as the fir3t approximation to describing 

strong field-particle interactions, one can really employ simple 

as~umptions given £.t the beginning of the section. These con-

sist in that the mEin effect of interaction is just the prepa

ration by the partjcle of the potential well. 

Proceeding from Eq.(JO) for the total energy it is easy to 

get the value of tt.e particle effective mass 

f . ::: j_ " /,' /
2

; ~ ("'/ 2 
c 'f1' 3 L Y. uf , 

f 

(J4) 

-+ 
where 

U {v) 
J- are U e values of Ut computed at C =0. The exp-

ressions for Ut and the effective mass differ from those de

rived by use of thE canontcal transformation which reduces the 

total momentum to (-number. The expressions (17) for u1 now 

contain a form fac1or of the particle taking into account the 

recoil in the phoneD emission. Thus the new version of the va

riational principlE reflects, to a degree, the true picture of 

interactions. One <•f the spesific features of nonweak interact-

ions of a particle with the field is just the pronounced non

linearity of the ecuation for the particle ground state, in 

which the effectivE potential is expressed by the form factor 

of the particle in the ground state. Therefore to determine in 

fact the wave function of the ground state it is more convenient 

*)Later it will be shown that the coordinate transformation 

which increases thE• order of the kinetic energy, does not influ
ence this conclusi(ln, 
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with the condition 

j/cf(i)/"di=l (J6) 

On cosidering at the same time both the equation Ln variations 

and Eq.(24) which follow from (J5), the linear in;egro-dlffe-

rential equation 

(-£ < +- V{i)-W)<!!(i)ccjK(z)Z)l(J(i')di' zr () z_' 

(J7) 

is obtained with the kernP-1 _( ~ _,) 
- /A /z '-f ?--<- '(~') l{(iJloc'2_,0 2 

yt f ~ e Lf!v(i)lf 'Z 
) J vr'-lizfCf)z 

(J8) 

specifying the excited states of the particle. 

Thus, the variational principle described above reproduces 

correctly specific nature of strong particle-field interactions. 

It is not very hard, however, to learn the nonstrictness and in-

sufficiency inherent in this principle: The exact account of the 

momentum conservation is replaced here by the approximate sepa-

ration of the principal part of the total momentum. Although 

this trick makes it possible to separate the gross effect of in-

teraction, it provides no hints concerning the det1ils of inter

action. In formulating the variational principle t1e quantum pro-

perties of the phonon field appeared to be out of ;he considera-

tion. For, if we take into account the energy and nomcntum tran-

sfer by phonons, we at once lose a chance to repre:;ent the wave 

function of the system in the form of product Eq.(;o) and iden

tify Eq.(JO) with the total momentum of the system This makes 
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unknown the degree of an accuracy to which the particle state 

can be desotiben by the Schrodinger equation with the potential 

(25). Later on 1t will be shown that this equation being modi

fied a little, may serTe, in fact, for describing of quasista-

tionary states of a particle in the field, but to do this the 

more detailed analysis is necessary of the effects caused by the 

translation degeneracy due to the total momentum conservation. 

4. The Bogol11bov Transformation 

An attem~t to allow for the translation degeneracy due to the 

momentum conservation, transforming to the moving coordinate 

system by means of (19) is, of course, very naive. In ref. 6 ) the 

total momentum conservation as well as the translation degenera

cy were taken into account by the transformation 
(J9) ·-+ 

"2.--+ tl f q; 
which introduces instead of one variable , two independent 

_, __, 
variables q, and ;\ ; Cf, being associated with the uniform mo-

tion of the particle and ;I - with the oscillatory motion insi

de the potential well. An explicit form of the canonical trans

formation of i and gJ to the new operators can be found from 

the condition 
(40) 

according to which the derivative with respect to ~ must be the 

total momentlm operator. 

For further consideration 

the operators ~f , g/ by the 

which break the energy of the 

16 
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free ~honon field into the kine-



tic and potential energy of field oscillatorE. Let us perform 

this transformation in such a way that both the potential energy 

of the field oscillators and the interaction energy of the par

ticle with the field become quantities of the same order. To 

this end let us go back to the Hamiltonian (1) adding to it the 

energy of the field zeroth oscillations 

;.-;~-/-- f; 2 tc1 /_(!Je'ii~{;t-Ct,'r~-J'~~·, [ /_-Yj({.:'i
1 

1-&, !
1
'). 

Lf! -
(41) 

It is useful to introduce the following uombirations of the con-

stants g and 
(42) 

The quantity o is a small parameter in both cases of stronh 

coupling ( E :1, J » l) and adiabatic one ( :·-.·- l, '/=' t ). For 

the adiabatic coupling ~- =1, but in the strong-coupling limit 
-I 

there arises new small parameter X <<.1 which still more simpli-

fies the problem. The constants J and t 2 ar ~ expressed thro

ugh the new ones in the following way 
~ (4Jl 

J=£"r), ["cc;x''J ' 

Now let us define the operators 

e' - l '::1___ I_ 

which obey the commutation relations 

[ q f ' PJ' J -= t. ~I , (45) 

and the reality conditions 

P +- ., 
j = 1-J-

l4b) 

Then the Hamiltoni~n (22) takes on the form 
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and the total momenttm operator 

P= r--cA!__ 1 qf ef (48) 

Inserting the variabJe ~ satisfying the relation (40) in the 

representation in whj ch the operator ~f reduces to multiplica

tion by a number, it should be put 

oq,J - -i Jq 
'0~ - t? 

~ -S 
Jq,Y' - o<f 

(49) 

(50) 

Bearing in mind that now the potential energy, generally speak-
~ 

ing, is rather large quantity, we break up Z into components 

in such a way that ir the following it would be possible to take 

into account the kinetic enegry of oscillatory motion inside the 

well even in the fir~t order 

z==f,t-~; (51) 

In this case the operator of the particle kinetic energy will 

be as follows 
(52) 

Eq,(JO) indicates that the operators CJf have to be expressed 

in terms of new variables as 
"(f-) q,f ~: e -c q, .!3f (5J) 

Hote that the transfcrmations (51), (5J) introduce instead of , 

z) ... , q_, ••• the variatles A, ~, ... , Bf, ... , the number of which 
f ~ -

is by J greater than earlier, As A and ft have been introduced 

to be independent variables, the number of the independent va

riables J~. should be constrained. 
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We notice that in the Hamiltonian (47) the kinet:.o energy 

represents a small perturbation, but, on the other land just 

this energy depends on the variable if· If this one j s neglected 

then 0_ will commute with the Hamiltonian and ener€Y levels 
Vt 

will be functions of qf. In particular, the ground etate of the 

system will be determined by some set of the numbers Uf. No de

pendence can arise between them because an additional variable 

has not yet appeared in this approximation. An accou~t of the 

kinetic energy would produce small deviations of 0f from l£r , 

and the variables describing this deviation must ober three ad

ditional conditions. So, the transformation (5J) red,1ces to the 

replacement 

(54) 

Variables Qf can be subjected to the simplest lineal' additional 

conditions 

2. l Vf- • Qf- -= 0 . (55) 

f-
All the quantities introduced anew satisfy the reality condit-

ions 
(56) 

and the numbers Vf without restricting the generality, may be 

chosen that the relation 

Z fo( !(3 u.f v; ~ = ~(3 
f 

holds. Note that by the numbers LLf and llj. 
to construct a projection matrix 

As-e== flu-uf(ilJve"' 

(57) 

it is >ossible 

(58) 

and the Tariables Q can be represented as a linear •:ombination 
f 
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of the indep•mdent variables ZJ 

0. - ') /1 7 (59) 
f-~ ft~L 

satisfying the reality condition, In this case the additional 

conditions (:16) are fulfilled automatically. Now derivatives 

with respect to Ljf reduce to the expressions 

(60) 

where 

p' = p - zr • 2_ (/e) u~ ~~ r _, f e 
(61) 

The derivati"e can be easily found by differentiating the 

relation 

(62) 

which follow:; from (55), and using the orthogonal! ty condition 

Eq.(57). As a result we get the relation 

c>i _, , ' /c;~ _ v ., e. i£ zJ;. ~o 
_- -== , f- 21J e o L "'"'t- '-- e 
c1'1- f 7' 

(6J) 

which gives 

( 64) 
~ 

Vector EJ oan be explicitly written as a power series in small 

parameter r Now for us it is sufficient to note that B~ de-
?f 

pends only Oll OJ- , and all the dep~ei?dence of d'f on Cf is 
L f Cf f 

concentrated in the exponential e . So, the derivative with 

respect to 1? becomes 
-- fJ- -

_ rL _ 'h ( _!__ r'' -t- /3 (-c 4. ' - e: L 1 f c f (),, 
r - r 

(65) 

?0 



and the kinetic energy is rewritten in the form 

(66) 

Now let us make two remarks: First, the •lxpression (66) re

veals that the transformed Hamiltonian (47) does not depend exp

licitly on ij , and this results in the consnrvation of the total 

momentum. Second, on writing the Heisenberg equations for i {t) 
one can see that the till'le dependence of {{t) is rather compli

cated, so the naive picture described earliE·r, of the uniform 

motion of the potential well with a particlE, may be regarded 

only as the first approximation to the true behaviour of the 

particle-field system. 

The Bogolubov transformation (51), (54) has a simple group 

meaning6), The conservation of the total monentum is a result of 

the invariance of (47) with respect to the eroup of transforma-

tions 

-+ 
If qt is treated as an operator then the canonically conjugate 

operator of derivative should be identified with the total mo

mentum operator. On the other hand, SUFposing in (51), (54) the 

vector ~ being independent variable, we break up the vector 'Z 
into two parts: First one, ~ is invariant under translations. 

Second, ~ changes with the phase of the operator r;_,
1 

'· The Equation for the Ground State of a Particle 

The derivatives with respect to {[; and Qf in (66) contain 

small parameters Oz and Gr respectively, as factors. Before 
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proceeding to expand the energy and wave function in power se-

ries in~, the wave function, therefore, should be trKnsformed 

as 

'Ly /a X Q l =- "x;:>!~ 5jl L} ei!I{PL~L L S Q} 'f '(!. 0) - \. V! ' f; J, L- !i 0 .: I a j } ) J 
(67) 

'rhe numbers cS must satisfy the reality condition .s~·=-~5 
and, besides, due to (55) they may be chosen in such a way that 

the conditions 

2: ~ ur ,s~ -= 0 (68) 

hold. On this transformation the derivative with respeot to 9 
replaces by ~ 2 

6 t, 
, and the momenta p· 

t 
bv l.s .,_f'J' 

. 0 j' .f . Now it 

is easy to get an expansion of the transformed Hamiltonian (47) 

in powers of the small parameter J . A scheme for obtaining this 
6' expansion is given in detail in ref. J. Here it seems sufficient 

to confine our consideration to the first two terms 

1-1 '" '--1 !- 0 !-1, 
0 

whert> 

/-10 =: -if z ~ ~0 l 
2ft ,!X' 

"-- ( itl y -

-:x 2_ A f uf e dE t- f }_ vt- I uffl ' 

£' "-1----;-- ,/_ )!} jo<'f/ 1 
1 ,_ 

1-1, = [ Y;cf+. ~I j- X{ 1} / f/:1-)} u/ -,)f ~ »ede ~(it) u;*} of' 

_, ~ 

I-- ZJ"'Jf 
o(f -sf~-~ J T 

Exp~nding the wave funct1on and enerFY in powers of 

[-=oC r-:J[,'.. IJ!'ccctJo +-{fcP, '-

tl1e e~1uat1on 

(H-£)'f!'c::o 

can be reduced to the system 

<J 

(69) 

(70) 

(71) 

(72) 

(7J) 

(74) 



(75) 

'rhe operato&oes not act on the variables 0 5- , so 1;he wave 

function cpo becomes the product 

CfJ., == fo (A) QJ 0;) ) (76) 

where eJ Q.t I is an arbitrary function of 0:1- ' and <-Po ('X) obeys 

the equation ~ 

( 
z_ ~' (JL "')A ,j £ \AI) r·-)--£- ~ 1-.XL fuJ-e -vv,, '-Po ;I -o, 
2fi Gitl' 

where 

(77) 

(78) 

Taking the second of Eqs,(75) we find that because of the iden

tity 
(79) 

the wave function Qo(Of) must obey the equation 

[ f tC(X)H, l{jl)d ii- f, j Qo( 01-) = o . (80) 

The operator H, averaged over the wave function:; <fo(X) is 

linear in of ' ~I ' therefore Eq. ( 80) cannot have H regular 

solution except <H,>=O. 'l'hus, seoond of (75), though not elimi

nating the arbitrariness in the choice of function O.(q) , re

sults in the 9~ndi tions L,-= 0 , 

L_ {AJJ e" f&-1 {, ( 1r)J 'J X f ~ uf • -?t'fL Ye de • ( l { )z~ • ~Of"" a, C 81 ) 
f 

~>Jd/~'=o. (82) 

To satisfy (81), (82) one may put all coefficients ,lf Qf in 

(81) equal to zero and make use of the relation 

2J 



(8J) 

which immed:.atel.y follows from the definition (61). The last 

equality in<licates that (82) would be satisfied if ol:f would be 

chosen eo tlta t 

(84) 

where C is some vector, which has to be taken in such a way 

that the adc.itional conditions on SJ Eq.(68) remains valid. 

Taking into account all the conditions we get the relation for 

C to the total momentum 

5 ~ t. z 2 lr ]() I U-1 L 

~ t 
(85) 

Subetitutin~; (84) in the expressions for the coefficients of the 

series (81) we find the numbers UJ: 

(86) 

Thus, consicering the Hamiltonian in the first order in d' one 

can derive 1he expression for the potential in Eq.(77) 

(87) 

The energy c,f the ground state is 

(88) 

The exprEssions (87) and (88) for the potential of the SchrU

dinger equa1ion and for the total energy as well as formula (85) 

for the totEl momentum coincide formally with the corresponding 

expressions derived in the previous section. Nevertheless there 
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should be emphasized once more the different Jhysical interpre

tation of these expressions. The relation (85:, which connects 

the total momentum, the mean velocity of the Jarticle and the 

:'lumbers L/
.1-

, is the exact expression not depending on the 

accuracy of calculations. Therefore the trans:formation (51), 

(5J) enables one to say with certainty that tte main effect of 

the particle-field interactions in the non-week coupling case 

is just the appearence of the potential well :for the particle. 

In ref. 6) there was pointed out the general m~thod in what way 

the higher-order approximations to the energy and w~ve functions 

can be taken into account if the quantum propErties of the pho-

non field are included into consideration. w~ leave this que~-

tion be open and proceed to study the strong coupling of a par-

ticle with the field, 

6. Strong Coupling of a Particle with the Field 

Up to now we have kept ourselves within th~ framework o! adi

abatic or intermediate coupling, especially dEalinr o:"lly with 

the small parameter y . Now let us make use of the chance that ic 

the strong-coupling limit there arises one mole small parameter 
-1 

£. • In this case to describe the particle ntotion in the field 

and transitions between the excited states it i.> sufficient to 

retain in all expressions for exponential onl) such terms as 

, IJ ~- ( J l) 2 • 

e -:i = 1 +- i. f:~ - f Je' (89) 

Remembering the results of previous sectioJt one can guess 

that the potential well in suoh a case should be just the oscil-
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latory well. 'l'his :.s quite natural approximation for the poten

tial in problems w~.th Tery deep and precipitous well and not too 

strongly excited s1.ate. Nevertheless, this limit is of a speci

al interest from tlte physical Tie·wpoint even if the perturbation 

series, which has ~- different structure than in the adiabatic 

coupling case, is r~t considered, If the strong coupling limit 

is only discussed ( £~=1) we get the following expression for 

the coefficients 6 and de 

Y=-'-- £.-::(G 
(} (t ) d 

(90) 

< 

In this case the Hamiltonian, waTe function and energy are 

expanded in fractional powers of the coupling constant, so it 

is suitable to rewrite anew the corresponding expressions for 

the transformed Han:iltonian (47). In the accepted approximation 

the terms including only OJ- and A , proTide the following 

contribution to the Hamiltonian 

t2At- e'
1'"q'f- -r f /2 ~ q_t'-lf =g''IA ~- tl gz Z )If-/ ~~z ... 

3 -
~,-/'zLAf{il)ut -f-';}~Afur(fl.)\yi.A/1-r{C...'f.~·q_ + 

(91) 

+- i~ !z LA, (il)of ... t ~ vJ- O_f~- ~ L Af (it.TOJ 

On replacing the ~are function analogously with (67) we get 

(92) 

The part of Hamilto~ian associated with the kinetic energy of 

phonons takes the fJrm 
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jq, Z ~ P- 1 H ~ ~( L~ }d1 / 2 ry2\.r,•t{-JL~ q ~(Ili~«'/zJ/ 
J f ~ 

-1'11: LJtc{'Zf:~{l{x) .< ~ J.;;_(p_>" ~ '{Jfe) .111' Oe ){ P/ -q:·;~(ie}'eOe) 

~ L ~ «'(., (rtl)(/e)«t v::~ z(q Oe- 2. Ji.<{• ~· (? !)q f{-
(9J) 

l " -z --zc._lif~fo/J. 

The kinetic energy in the strong coupling limit is proportional 

to q . Thus all the terms of transformed Hamiltonian (47) do not 

contain the variables 0:1- and A simultaneously, and q and ~· 

are only in a linear combination in the Hamiltcnian. On taking 

the initial Hamiltonian in tne form of the sum o! terms of the 

order of J and higher, we t1nd that the waTe function in the 

eeroth approximation, .as befol'O, is :represented by the product 

of functions depending on J and Qf only, and to ensure the 

regularity for the function depending anly on C_ , it should be 

required that the conditions dnalogoue with (81), (82) 

(9~) 

must hold. Therefore 1t 1s necessary to put again ~-) ·= - 1 u1 ~(fl) 
and 

(96) 

On performing an and1t1onal transformation of the wave function 

(97) 
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the initial Haniltonian beco~es 

~there 

(99) 

In the first--order approximation the particle wave fur,ction 

obeys the equations 

(100) 

lA/ -- I L-r - c;: <:: ~ u - j__ ) }I I u rl(Y. t /, l(li:T) f j__ll{_; z 
iV - ;f tQ d L t f :2 L t } f J) 2 ' 

J f 
(101) 

It is easy to show that 

-t _2"_;/f- Ltr(f,i)" =A p 1- B ( L' xy, (102) 

where 
(lOJ) 
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(104) 

For simplicity choosing C along z-axis we obtain that Eq.(lOOj 

describes the motion of the anisotropic oscillator with frequen-

cies 

Lii = V 2 (A +-8 c ') 
) /' 

fhe particle energy levels are given by 

S, ",_n, = ~ ~ {w, (.1, +- t) i- Wz (tz< 1 ±) 1 w:J {113 • lz-) j 

+-tZ/11 uf -r -}-y'Ifu1 /
2 ()!1 +-t'({t'l') _ tf''C

2 

(105) 

(106) 

from which it follows that a distance between the eaergy levels 

is proportional to~· Note that in the strone coupllng limit 

the levels of the ground and excited states are det!rmined by 

the same Eq.(lOO). This is due to the fact that in ;~e strong 

coupling limit the relations (96) which determine ~~ , do not 

contain the form factor of the particle. In this ca:,e the poten

tial well is so precipitous that the particle may only oscillatf' 

with a large frequency but negligible amplitude around it::; equi

librium point. Therefore Eq.(lOO) becomes linear in the wave 

function of the ground state and the resultant equation ia the 

variations coincides with the initial one. 'l'he same r<:!sult can 

be derived from Eq.(J7) by expanding the kernel Pq.(Jd) in power 
-L 

series in ~ and putting the wave functions of th~ excited 

states being orthogonal to that of the ground state. It ahoulJ 

be emphasized that though the expressions for the kinetic energy 

and effective mass now include only the absolute squ~re of J , 
_t-
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as in the weak coupling liffiit, nevertheless the corresponding 

formulae have vEry different structure and are not reduced to 

those of the wec.k coupling theory. All tne effects due to the 

recoil in phonoz, emission have been taken into account in split

ting thP radius vector into two parts by the transformation (51), 

(54), and no·w the total momentum conservation is allowed for in 

a d i.fferent way than by the canonical transforn,ation (7) used in 

the weak coupliz~ limit. This can be understood if recall that 

i.n the weak coupling limit the phonon field i.s repre.sented by 

a superposition of independent free phonon states, of which the 

operators obey ·.he canonical commutation relations, while in the 

strong coupling case the phonon field states are determined by 

the variables C, , ~~ satisfying the additional conditions 

Eqs,(55), (89) and treated as some kind of collective coordinates 

The states c1>rresponding to the levels of the energy (106) 

are not, of cou:~se, the stationary states of the system. However, 

before we will Look for transitions between those states, note 

that ~e have no: yet had the equations of motion for the opera

tors Qt, ~~ . T > get these equations and the abovP stationary 

st~tes one need> to diagonalize a certain quadratic form compo-

sed by Of- and ~
1 

• This problem was discussed in detail in 

ref, 6). Here on~ may stay in the simpler qualitative coneidera

tion. It is see1 from Eq,(98) that the phonon field energy is 

small compared to that of the particle and dipole interaction 

between the particlP and phonons, of which the density is pro

portional to 3 ~c_. 'i'herefore in the first r.lpproximation the 

quadratic form is 
(107) 

JO 



Vlhere the operators lf 74-
cf obey the canonical 3ommutation 

relations, may be associated v1ith the energy of free phonon field. 

This form can be picked out from the Hamiltonian (98) by use 

of Eqs. (59) and (61) which relate the variables of , fj, 
to the corresponding independent var·iables. Consider lnc; the 

transitions caused by the dipole interaction 

(108) 

it is easy to see that the probability of the above ·;ransitions 

and, consequently, the 1idth of the levels (106) are proportio

nal to the coupling constant ~ ,ie. the v1idth Eq. (106) is 

of the order of a distance between levels. Ther·efore the states of 

harmonic oscillator only very hardly may be r·egarded as the 

stationary states of the system. Nevertheless, it is not dif

ficult to get more stable states. To this end, the ir.sertion 
~ 

of bilinea~ form in A and Qr Eq,(108) as well ae quadratic 

form Eq. (107) into the initial Hamiltonian seems to be sufficient 

For higher symmetry let us express the coordinates and momen

ta of the oscillator through the appropriate creation and an-

nihilation operators. 

(109J 
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througn -che operRt.o~· .. zj- by mee.ns of Eqs.(59),(61), 

Then, on extracting the factor 7 the inLtial Hamiltonian 

may be put as 

•::here 

Introducing uniform notations for the operators ~- and~ 

(112) 

and defining matrices 

C 
(.)) J)) 

B-= :zt )/ " { o v"j A= -:z:,~ o (113) 

the quadratic form (110) takes on the form 

(114) 

,.,hich is dia§onalized b the well-knovm canonical transforma-

tion 

(115) 

'"here set of eigenfunctions Lt.-. zF obey the equations ai.t) o(f 

~ LLdfi = LAo<p ~~ft-8'1 ~fi) - ~ '1' =LA;, Uy.f -t- !3:f ~J'l (116) 

J2 



and the orthonormali ty conditions 

" ~ " 0. ~ .. • ~ ug(!/(_g(f' -?If ~t' = l'f' ' fr {£f/'uo(!- Zfr ~ ==c&r 
(117) 

The quadratic form (110) by th.Ls transformation LS reduced 

to the form 

(118) 

From the definition of the matrix 'lJ (111) .t folloY.'S 

that the elements of A -matrix producing a de:riation of the 

quadratic form (114) from the diagflnal shape, is proportional 
-t;z.. 

to a small quantity fJ • Hence the eigenfunc·;ions V:,fl 

which determine the deviation of (115) from the .det1tical transfer 

mation are proportional to ff-z , as well. Thus the account 

of dipole interaction (108) results in a small shift of levels 

(106), and distances between the ne'.': stationary .. evels are 

proportional to J . The matrix elements responnible for 

the t1 ansi tions betVJeen these states are of zero·;h order in /J • 
Therefore the width of levels is considerably le:>s that the 

distance between those. 

7• Conclusion 

Thus, we can conclude that the aprlicati.on ,,f the Bogolubov 

method to the strong-coupling problem discussed above makes it 

possible to separate the motion of a particle in the field taking 

into account the conservation law of the total m•>mentum. A picture 

of preparing the pvtential well by part Lcle 1•:hic:1 then moves 

together with t~ particle has been const1·uct•d )y this trans

formation and found to be successive. 

In the strong-coupling limit this potential well becomes 
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oscillatory one, ard the ground state of the system is described 

by a set of shiftec oscillators formed by the particle and field 

variables. 

"\. simple pro b) em discussed here may be a convenient 

fool for :nodelling the hLgh-energy oscillatory interaction 

considered in 1-efs. 12 •L•, 1 3/ · 
This \·:ork oritinates in many conversations v1ith N.N.Bogo-

lubov, r:ho called cur attention to the deep meaning of the 

ri2;orous treatment of the precise conservation law in the 

stroYJ.g-coupllng thEory. The authors are Lndebted to ,\_,A. Logunov 

for stimulating di~ cusslon. Discussions v,·ith B. A.Arbuzov, 

D. I. Blokh.intsev, V .A. 'latveev, R. ~:I. 11!uradyan, M. K, Polivanov, 

L. D. Soloviev and P. N. llaustov vrere very f1ui tful. 'lie express 

them our gratitude. 
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